Mutations are involved in emergence of aminoglycoside-induced small colony variants of Staphylococcus aureus.
Staphylococcus aureus small colony variants (SCVs) occur frequently after local treatment with aminoglycosides and cause persistent as well as recurrent infections. So far, the molecular mechanism of the emergence of SCVs is not understood and regulatory as well as genetic mechanisms seem conceivable. To screen for possible mutations, the hemin biosynthetic gene cluster of a gentamicin-induced SCV was sequenced and was found to contain a deletion in the gene hemH. To further assess the influence of a high mutation rate on the development of SCVs, we tested the emergence of SCVs in a strain that had been inactivated in the DNA proofreading enzyme MutS. In the mutant, spontaneous SCVs emerged 556-fold more frequently than in the parent strain. By incubation in the presence of subinhibitory concentrations of gentamicin, the SCV frequency in the parent strain could be increased to 9.7 x 10(-6), whereas it remained rather stable in the mutant (1.8 x 10(-5)). Eighty percent of the gentamicin-induced SCVs were hemin auxotrophic in contrast to only 20% of the spontaneous SCVs which may explain the large proportion of hemin auxotrophs among clinical SCVs from patients previously treated with aminoglycosides. Additionally, a clinical S. aureus SCV isolate with a mutator phenotype, indicated by the generation of rifampicin-resistant mutants at a 16-fold higher frequency than in the reference strain S. aureus NCTC 8325, was characterized. The results demonstrate that a high mutation rate favours the emergence of SCVs, and suggest that mutations in general play an important role in the development of SCVs.